
BAT ANATOMY
Predicting foraging ecology by bat morphology

* All photos (c) Brock Fenton -- thanks Brock!
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Foraging ecology + Wing shape + Acoustic call

 = BAT SCAPE

(enables us to predict habitat preferences)

space bats often use relatively long search signals of narrow
bandwidth and mostly emit a search signal only every second
or third wingbeat. In background-cluttered space most bats
emit one search signal of larger bandwidth at every wingbeat,
thus indicating that echoes from the clutter-producing back-
ground also guide bats’ behavior. When crossing the border
between the two spaces, bats change their echolocation
behavior (see signals of Pipistrellus in Figures 4 and 5). The
best indicator for the switch between the two spaces is the
change in the rhythm of sound emission.

Highly cluttered space. For bats that forage for flying
insects in highly cluttered space—very close to surfaces such
as leaves or ground—and for bats gleaning stationary food (sit-
ting insects, other animals, fruit, leaves, nectar, blood) from
surfaces, two situations occur. For gleaning bats that use
short broadband FM signals, echoes from food items are
buried in clutter (Figure 3c) so that masking hampers their
evaluation. For bats using long CF signals to detect flying in-
sects, the overlapping pulse–echo pair also overlaps clutter
echoes (Figure 3d). Bats foraging in highly cluttered space have

the problem of discriminating between echoes from the food
item and overlapping clutter echoes. Moreover, they have to
navigate along landmarks and to avoid collisions. The relation
between insect echoes and masking clutter echoes defines
the border between highly cluttered and background-cluttered
space. A bat forages in highly cluttered space when the prey
is situated in the clutter-overlap zone, where clutter echoes
overlap prey echoes. In the few species that tolerate some
overlap between prey and clutter, highly cluttered space cor-
responds more precisely to the zone where the prey echo is
masked by the clutter echoes. Furthermore, bats flying par-
allel to clutter may be able to reduce the masking effect of clut-
ter echoes by spatial clutter rejection. However, to facilitate
comparison between species, we propose to define the highly
cluttered space as the area where insect echo and clutter
echoes overlap as a first approximation to describe the mask-
ing problem.

Guild structure of bats
Comparative studies have revealed that bats foraging in sim-
ilar habitats with similar foraging modes for similar diets
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the foraging habitats of bats according to the clutter situation, with flight silhouettes and
search signals of representative species. In uncluttered space, bats forage for prey far away from vegetation and the ground.
In background-cluttered space, bats hunt for insects flying near obstacles (e.g., at edges of vegetation, near the ground or
water surfaces, and in gaps between and in vegetation). In highly cluttered space, bats forage for prey flying close to or
sitting on vegetation or the ground. The bats depicted are not sympatric. The border between uncluttered and background-
cluttered space is defined by the echolocation behavior of bats. When entering the uncluttered space from background-
cluttered space, foragers switch from broadband signals to narrowband signals, and vice versa (e.g., Pipistrellus kuhli). In
this diagram this border is about 5 m away from vegetation and the ground as described for pipistrelles. The border between
background and highly cluttered space is determined by the beginning of the clutter-overlap zone in which insect echoes
overlap clutter echoes.
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Pt. macleayii



Call Library of Jamaican Bats
Calls that Serve a Purpose

Pteronotus macleayii
Forest edge; 
insectivore

Pteronotus parnellii
Cluttered forest;

insectivore

Monophyllus redmani
Generalist habitat;

nectarivore


